| INSTITUTION | AFFILIATION (P10=PAC 10; PR=PEER) | ASU | OSU | STAN | UA | UCB | UOR | USC | WSU | UCLA | UWA | FSU | UAFS | TEMPL. | RUTG. | UCIN | UCOL | UCOL] | UKS | UMD | UNE | UOK | UTAX | EMORY | INDU | YALE |
|-------------|----------------------------------|-----|-----|------|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|------|-----|-----|------|-------|-------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
|             | SCORE                            | 2   | 10  | 0    | 1  | 10  | 0   | 10  | 0   | 10   | 0   | 10  | 0    | 10    | 10    | 0    | 10   | 0    | 10   | 0    | 10   | 0    | 10   | 0    | 10   | 0    | 10   |
|             | STRUCTURE                        |     |     |      |    |     |     |     |     |      |     |     |      |       |       |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |
|             | MEMBERSHIP                       |     |     |      |    |     |     |     |     |      |     |     |      |       |       |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |
|             | SERVES MEMBER                    |     |     |      |    |     |     |     |     |      |     |     |      |       |       |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |
|             | ADVANCES UNIVERSITY MISSION      |     |     |      |    |     |     |     |     |      |     |     |      |       |       |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |
|             | SERVES THE BROADER COMMUNITY     |     |     |      |    |     |     |     |     |      |     |     |      |       |       |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |     |      |
|             | SERVICE SCORE                    | 13  | 5   | 7   | 11 | 5   | 12  | 8   | 12  | 9   | 3   | 6   | 3   | 5   | 4   | 11   | 7   | 2    | 10  | 5   | 6   | 4   | 7   | 13  | 17  | 10  |
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Legend:

- **ASU**  Arizona State University
- **OSU**  Oregon State University
- **STAN** Stanford University
- **UA**  University of Arizona State University
- **UCB** University of California at Berkeley
- **UOR** University of Oregon
- **USC** University of Southern California
- **WSU** Washington State University
- **UCLA** University of California at Los Angeles
- **UWA** University of Washington
- **FSU** Florida State University
- **OHS** Ohio State University
- **TEMPL** Temple University
- **RUTG** Rutgers University
- **UCIN** University of Cincinnati
- **UCOL** University of Colorado - Boulder
- **UCON** University of Connecticut
- **UILLC** University of Illinois – Champagne
- **UKS** University of Kansas
- **UMD** University of Maryland
- **UNE** University of Nebraska
- **UOK** University of Kentucky
- **UTA** University of Texas – Austin
- **EMORY** Emory University
- **INDU** Indian State University
- **Yale** Yale University